
Copy No.2 
THE REV. V K C LOGAN’S HISTORY. 

 
Some Notes about the Lymington River and Yachting 

With rather Special References to what is now 
The Royal Lymington Yacht Club 1914 -1968 

 
Archivist Comments: These Additional Notes on this page are intended to assist 
the reader.  
 
This History by the Reverend V. K. G. Logan regrettably is incomplete, as it appears 
that only Copy No. 1 had the pictures and some graphics. 
However it does contain quite a lot of very interesting History and fills some of the 
gaps missing in the Club’s History due to the Great Flood of 1989. 
This Rev. V K C Logan may well have been the local Vicar in the 1920’s.  But when 
he wrote his History in 1968 he lived in Winchester and so it must have been quite an 
expedition to re-visit Lymington in his later life before the Motorway. 
 
Some slight anomalies:  
The mention of the 12’ Pram is not to be confused with the 14’ Lymington Pram.  It 
may well be that a 12’ earlier version was on the river before Dan Bran built the first 
14’ Pram in 1925.  [See these Pages 1 & 9] 
 
 
See also references to Dan Bran & Capt. H H Nicholson –  

Page 20    50th Anniversary Book – also on Website Archives. 
 
Dan Bran’s Boatshed: 
Located on the old sea wall on the corner of the seawater bathes overlooking the 
river.  See 50th Anniversary Book.  
 
Members Contribution: 
The accuracy of this History has not been checked.  It is not intended to be 
discourteous to Rev. Logan’s memory – but it seems that reading his History that it 
was done under some duress and difficulty. He was writing over 40+ years after 
some of the events. As he was one of the few founder members he possibly was 
asked to write a piece for the Archives without the benefit of notes, or help and local 
assistance. 
 
Any extra information any Member has that can verify or otherwise any of this 
narrative will be of assistance to the Club Archivist. 



Anthony B Ruffell
Note
Scannned for placing on the R Lym Website.




























